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Summary 
 

Edited Clarifying Information WAC 388-466-0020 and Worker Responsibilities regarding the eDRS. See below for edited text: 

 

******************************************************************************************************************************* 
   

    
 

Clarifying Information - WAC 388-446-0020 

The Disqualified Recipient System (DRS) is a nationwide exchange of information between the Federal 

government and the States regarding IPV decisions. The DRS interfaces  is a real time web service that 

interfaces directly with ACES 3G via the electronic Disqualified Recipient System (eDRS). with ACES on a 

monthly basis and notifies the worker of record of a discrepancy using a two-tiered alert.eDRS creates a real 

time match during application and eligibility review processing in ACES 3G and will show any IPV records 

for an individual on the Sanction Screen. For more information about online processing and eDRS, see the 

ACES User Manual. 

The second tier displays the disqualification details including: 

 The effective date; 

 The length of the disqualification; 

 Type of disqualification; 

 A five-digit code. The first two digits represent the state; and the last three represent the county. 

mailto:ezra.paskus@dshs.wa.gov
http://app.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=388-446-0020
https://www.dshs.wa.gov/esa/interface-data/disqualified-recipient-system-drs-interface
https://www.dshs.wa.gov/esa/interface-data/disqualified-recipient-system-drs-interface


Worker Responsibilities - WAC 388-446-0020 

DRS matches are not verified upon receipt. Staff must verify the match with the state that originated the 

disqualification or with the applicant/recipient. Accept either written or verbal verification that the originating 

state has records of: 

 Court decisions; 

 Administrative hearing determinations; 

 Signed disqualification agreements;  

 Administrative disqualification hearing waivers; or 

 Other supporting documentation for IPV disqualifications of the applicant/recipient. 

Verify the DRS record matches the individual in the case record. Request the following information about the 

DRS disqualified individual from the other state: 

 Name; 

 SSN; and 

 Date of Birth 

Also verify the information in the DRS match is correct regarding: 

 Offense description; 

 Number of offense (first, second, or third); and 

 Penalty length. 

NOTE: Do not delay the processing of an application if you are unable to verify the DRS information. Make 

sure the applicant is aware of the DRS information and that approval while awaiting verification from another 

state may result in an overpayment. 
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